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How to Get Great Results
From Your New Bottle of

TFS Matrix Paint Sealant!
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Then click this button and
sign up for FREE:

TFS FREE VIP CLUB

Would you like to be a Top Flight Supplies
VIP and get access to free product samples,
car care products, win free stuff, grab super
exclusive discounts...and get inside access

to the hottest new car care releases?

FREE VIP
CLUB

https://topflightsupplies.clickfunnels.com/optinyjvkuic8
https://topflightsupplies.clickfunnels.com/optinyjvkuic8
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A Letter From the Owner…
And Thank You!

Thank you so much for your purchase! Please read every word of this short PDF, because it 
will help you get incredible results from using this product - plus you will learn our exact 
recommendation on the best way to use your Matrix Paint Sealant!

You might wonder...

Why Top Flight Supplies?
Top Flight Supplies was established in 2013 by its parent company, Top Flight Detailing (TFD).  
After 17 years in the detailing business, the inconsistency and availability of good aircraft 
detailing products on the market led the owners of TFD to begin product development.  After 
extensive testing, Top Flight Supplies Flagship Aviation Paint Sealant was born.  The logical next 
step was the automotive realm.  If you can create a paint sealant that works well on jets, you’ve 
got the nanotechnology that will work incredibly well for cars and trucks.

Because our products were developed for Jet Aircraft operating in the harshest of 
environments, our automotive products that share this nanotechnology will last longer, with 
a finished appearance superior to others in the marketplace.  How do we know?  Detailing is 
our business!  We not only know of these products, but we have been using and testing them 
personally for years. 

Our desire was to turn the car care experience into an easy and thoroughly satisfying 
experience...and that’s why we wrote this guide.  In this PDF, you will learn how to best use this 
product, how easy it is to apply and the incredible results you will have after applying Matrix...so 
that you will enjoy the experience of detailing and protecting your car’s appearance and value.

Connect With Us
We love to connect with fans of Top Flight Supplies. We would love it if you would join our special 
VIP Club to stay connected:

TFS FREE VIP CLUB
If I can be of service, do not hesitate to contact me directly. I personally reply to all emails and I 
love to hear from our customers.

Regards,
Jeff Lindstrom
Owner
topflightsupplies.com
jeff@topflightsupplies.com

https://topflightsupplies.clickfunnels.com/optinyjvkuic8
http://www.TopFlightSupplies.com
mailto:jeff%40topflightsupplies.com?subject=TFS%20Matrix%20questions%20
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Why You’re Going To Love Your TFS Matrix!
You’ve made a smart choice, and here’s why.

You ordered this because you wanted a high performing paint protection 
that’s easy to apply...that has high bonding properties developed to 
last a LONG time...and that’s exactly what it’s going to do for you.  And 
who wouldn’t want to say that their car was protected by the same 
nanotechnology as Million Dollar Jets.

In short, you’re going to LOVE the results when you have this on your car 
care products shelf in your garage. In fact, why don’t I explain...
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1. You can FEEL it working: The moment you complete your Matrix application, the first 
thing you will notice is how incredibly smooth your paint surface is to the touch. I like 
to joke that its like running your hand over an air hockey table, your hand levitates. 
You can feel the product working and how much less resistance it has compared to 
traditional waxes. Super Smooth.

2. Like New Finish: Professional Detailers cringe at adjectives that are thrown out there 
by marketers such as “wet, glossy, shiny wet-look finish.” They tend to use adjectives 
like brilliant, bright, reflective and deep rich color. But our customers, including 
professional painters in our Amazon reviews have used all of these words to describe 
the finish on their cars after properly using TFS Matrix.

3. Make Your Car’s Windshield Rain Repellent: Matrix can be applied directly to your 
car’s glass areas. It has the same affects as Rain-X, a consumer product that repels 
water. Water beads up on the glass and runs off.

4. Save Time: Once you have Matrix on your car, future washings are a breeze. Dirt and 
grime come right off. If dirt doesn’t spray right off with water, then a quick wipe down 
is all you need to quickly get your vehicles appearance back to a detailed look even if 
you don’t have the time for a full detailed wash.

“I put the new Matrix automotive sealant on my BMW yesterday
with outstanding results--an incredible, deep, wet-look luster. After four dacades 

of using the best carnuba waxes on my cars, I can say the new TFS Matrix is 
superior in every respect, plus it will last. I’m done with carnuba “

-Vic K

Now that you understand the benefits and performance 
you will experience... I bet you’d like to know how to get 

the best possible results from TFS Matrix...

Here Are 4 Great Things That
TFS Matrix Will Do For You!
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1. Equipment: if applying by hand, we recommend a foam pad, but a clean micro-fiber 
towel works as well, even though it absorbs more product.  For orbital buffer/sanders-
same as above, use a foam applicator pad, but a clean micro fiber towel or a bonnet 
on an orbital works well too.

2. Wash and dry your vehicle.  We recommend a quality car soap and chamois, but to get 
you off and running with Matrix, any soap and drying towel will do.  Just make sure the 
towel is clean and all soap residue rinsed off thoroughly.

“Great product. We have 2 vehicles. I put it on my wife’s a week ago. Her car
feels better, looks better and cleans better than mine. My Highlander will be

getting a coat this weekend before the rain hits. Application was easy.”
- J Chamberlin, Tacoma WA

How to Get the Best Results
When Using TFS Matrix!
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3. Apply 4 to 5 small dots (the size of a dime approx) of Matrix evenly spaced on a foam 
or micro fiber applicator pad.

4. Work a 2 ft by 2 ft area in a circular motion until product is worked in.
5. It can be used on Glass and will not hurt plastic/chrome trim or light lenses of vehicle.  

And unlike waxes, it will not leave that annoying white buildup on trim and rubber 
sections of your vehicle.  It is still best to avoid applying to rough or textured surfaces.

6. Let vehicle sit 30 minutes after completing the Matrix application to whole car. It is 
not uncommon to over apply, in this case let it dry for 1 hour (See FAQ #4 below for 
info on heavy application).

7. Hand buff the surface with clean micro fiber towels until haze is completely gone.
8. Step back and enjoy the Brilliant Glossy Finish!

After Matrix is completely buffed off, you will become 
addicted to running your hands over your paint surface! 
You will find yourself compelled to touch clean cars 
next to yours to prove your car’s paint is smoother!

FAQ’s About Top Flight Supplies Matrix:

1. Q: Do you have a video about this product that I can watch?
A: Yes!  We made a highly informative video for you, about how to apply and get 
excellent results from TFS Matrix! Go here to watch it:

TOP FLIGHT SUPPLIES - HOW TO GET IT DONE!

https://topflightsupplies.clickfunnels.com/optinrwd7cftm
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2. Q: I received Matrix today, and the liquid has separated. Is it ruined or
          beyond shelf life?

A: Frequently asked in the winter months. Temperature and sitting dormant on the 
shelf, can cause a separation of the Matrix liquid. If shaking the bottle doesn’t mix 
the contents back to it’s thick syrupy-like formulated state, then adding a small 
amount of heat will help the process. Word of caution however, it is best to warm 
slowly at low heat versus heating quickly at high heat. To high of heat can cause 
separation of the liquid just as cold can.

TFS TIP - Our parent company, Top Flight Detailing, works year round, detailing 
business and personal aircraft in Colorado. In the winter months when they are 
driving to a customers hangar, the detailing team will place the bottles of paint 
sealant next to the floor vents in their rigs, using the truck heaters to get the bottles 
warmed up and ready for when they get to the job site. With a warm bottle, they’ll 
give a nice good shake of the bottle to make sure the liquid is well mixed.

Customers have had bottles arrive damaged and the separated water runs out into 
the poly shipping bag leaving Matrix without the proper water content to mix back 
together. If this happens to you, return the bottle for a full refund or exchange for a 
new bottle. Don’t hesitate to drop us a line if this occurs.

3. Q: Why does this product work better than any other?
A: Our product contains bonding resins and polymers that are much stronger than 
the Carnauba Wax bonding materials.  Unlike a wax-that is just a topical application-
Matrix goes deep into the paint pores and bonds to those pores, filling in all of the 
imperfections of the paint surface. This smoothes/flattens the surface which helps 
reflect UV rays and prevents debris from sticking to the paint surface.  This is the 
reason TFS Matrix will last many months longer than a Car Wax or other Polish.  The 
results- you will notice water beading happening wash after wash (even after months 
of no wash), translating into easier subsequent cleanings and more protection from 
the elements for a longer period of time.

4. Q: Why is there left over buildup of Matrix after the buffing process and
how do I resolve this?
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A: It is common to over do it your first time. You won’t believe how little it takes to 
work. If you have heavily applied Matrix, first make sure to let it dry longer (a full 
hour). Then you can go back over buffing with more pressure with a clean towel, or 
better yet, apply water and a mild soap solution to a micro towel and continue to 
wipe off the product. We will be releasing a new product to Amazon in April called 
TFS Quick Shine. It will come in a spray bottle, allowing you to quickly spot clean the 
sealant buildup. We will keep you posted via email when it becomes available.

5. Q: Can I Apply Matrix to Any Paint Surface?
A: Matrix works on all painted surfaces that are metal, carbon, ceramic and glass. 
We have customers that have used TFS Matrix on Mountain Bikes, Road Bikes, 
Motorcycles, RV’s, Skis, Boats and of course Aircraft. We even had one customer say 
they applied Matrix to their bathroom glass shower enclosure with an orbital buffer 
to eliminate water marks after a shower and make future cleanings a snap!
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* Exclusive Top Flight Supplies Products *

Top Flight Supplies Quick Shine
TFS Quick Shine works fast and easy on 
all wet or dry painted surfaces, clear coat, 
plastic, glass, metal, vinyl and rubber trim. 
This exclusive formula will safely remove dust, 
mild road grime, fingerprints and water spots. 
Perfect for spot washing or complete vehicle 
washing without water. TFS Quick Shine is 
fortified with wax and leaves a “wet look” 
shine. Anti-static and anti-streak. Non-abrasive.

If you liked this product, then I guarantee that you will LOVE our 
other TFS products! We will be releasing more car care products 

from our automotive product line in the months to come!

Here is a preview of our next TFS Release!


